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Objectives of Seminar

• Provides insights on China’s economic, social 
& political development

• Focus on Taxation rather than specific stamps

• Usage on documents emphasized

• Common everyday revenue stamps rather 
than rarities

• Offers alternative fun way to collecting 
revenue stamps rather than “traditional style”



Organization

Imperial Period

Republican Period

Mixed Transitional 
Economy

Socialist Period

Pre-1911

1910-1920s

1920s to 1930s

1930s to 1940s

Post 1950s



The Imperial Period Pre-1911
The Age of Agricultural Feudalism

• Self reliance on agriculture

• Revenues mainly land to 
meet the Emperors 
expenses 

• covering military, 
construction of public works 
but also religious ceremonies 
and maintaining Imperial 
expenses.



Mainly land tax registration, assessment, 
administration & collection 



Chinese Revenue Adhesives were also 
introduced by 1898…



REPUBLICAN PERIOD 
The Age of The Industrial Revolution 

(1910’s-1920’s)
• In 1911, Dr. Sun Yat Sun 

overthrew the Qing rulers to 
establish a western style 
Republican Cabinet system. 

• Transformation from a 
primarily agrarian economy to 
an industrial revolution.

• Domestic Industries such as 
textile and grain were rapidly 
developed. 



While land tax remained relevant, other forms of 
taxation replaced its importance …



Revenue stamps issued by many Provinces to cope with 
economic growth & prosperity. 



China’s woes were exacerbated by greater 
foreign intervention on China’s revenue policies 

and the Opium problem.



REPUBLICAN PERIOD (1930s)
The Age of Warlord Civil Unrest 

• This period was plagued by 
wars. Prior to 1927, Chiang 
Kai Shek took control of the 
Nationalist party in an 
attempt to unify the 
country. 



To pay for War expenses, savings program and 
Bond were introduced along with…



…with consumption taxes and VAT especially on 
luxury commodities such as Beer and matches.



Consular and Judicial revenues were issued in 
line with a western monarchy system.



The Russians supported a revolt in the 3 Districts 
Region in Sinkiang whilst the Japanese invaded the 

northeastern part of the country on 1931 and …

The Regions of Sinkiang introduced their 

own tax system to fund their own economy



…despite the hardships, the Chinese people 
adapted & persevered…



MIXED TRANSITIONAL ECONOMY (1940’s)
The Age of Communist Transition

• …when the Anti-Japanese 
War ended in 1945, a Civil 
War resumed between the 
Nationalist Party and the 
Communist. 

• To meet increased 
Government expenditure 
especially the military, new 
taxes were introduced. 



This caused great shortages of goods and led to runaway 
inflation. 

This was also a time for the large 

emigration of the Chinese Diaspora



A new set of Tax laws were introduced for public 
control and steps were taken to reduce excessive 
consumption



The Workers Union became militarized  and soon the 
Communist  Ideologies became wide spread…



SOCIALIST PERIOD (1950’s)
The Age of  Communist Succession

• A mixed economy between 1949 
and 1956 to provide time to 
nationalize private capital and 
establish control of national 
production. 



A stamp tax and a tobacco and wine tax was created and the 
Government issued Treasury notes and bonds to mop up excess 

cash.



A Commodity Tax as well as Business tax was 
introduced.



Communist Central Economy 1956-1976
The Age of Soviet Style Strict Communism

• From 1956 to 1976, a 
strict Soviet type state 
planned economy was 
introduced and all 
Industry and commerce 
became state 
enterprises.

• The Tax system 
simplified under theory 
that Socialist County 
need no taxation. 
Revenue Stamps ceases 
to be used in PRC in 
1958



By 1978, new economic policies were adopted and a new Tax system 

adopted. Instead of remitting a fixed profit to the Government, the enterprise 

now pays an Income Tax for actual profit earned.

By 1988, Revenue Stamps were once again Issued thus renewing the 

cycle of Chinese Taxation chronicles.

Modern Socialist Economy 1977 till present
The Age of China  Global Resurgence 



The End

PERIOD

Imperial Period

Republican Period

Mixed Transitional 
Economy

Socialist Period

Strict Soviet Style

Modern China

DATE

Pre-1911

1910-1920s

1920s to 1930s

1930s to 1940s

Post 1950s

1956-1976

1977 till present

CHARACTERISTICS

Agricultural Feudalism

Warlord Civil Unrest

1920s to 1930s

Communist Transition

Communist Succession

Soviet Style Communist

Global Resurgence



Thank You

Questions?

vincent@ong.pl


